IX
FAT YEARS AND LEAN
1925-1934
The middle and late twenties brought to Simmons growth in
keeping with its claim to being a university, a small university
at least. The annual enrollment increased at a rate both unexpected and unprecedented. Four hundred and sixty freshmen
reported in September 1926, and the student body for the term
passed the thousand mark, the highest up to that date. Zollie
Steakley, who would one day be a justice on the Supreme Court
of Texas, was president of that ebullient freshman crowd. Their
very numbers aroused in upper classmen something akin to
envy and they were the target of many tricks and not a few
hazing escapades.
The gains of these years were not confined to numbers only.
In December 1927, Simmons was admitted to the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. Prexy
Sandefer's buoyant spirit helped our cause in that matter. To
Chancellor James Kirkland of Vanderbilt, then a power on the
committee on admissions of new institutions, Prexy's personality proved as invincible as it had to a thousand other souls
through the years. The application was not based on enthusiasm alone, however; much work had been done to sustain
it. For instance, Registrar Matthews of the University of
Texas, who examined several scores of the records of Simmons
alumni and ex-students who had entered the university, stated
that their showing was "favorable"; and added that the university had never had a better student than one Simmons alumnus.
The school of music also attained recognition during this era.
Through the years the department had been a strong one. It
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has been stated that during our student days Pauline, along
with several of her friends, had earned a diploma in piano (the
highest recognition then given), and had worked under H.
William Taylor, Edward H. Fletcher and C.H. Lewis. Professor
Lewis, all told was with the college some eight years and laid
sound foundations in music. He taught both piano and organ.
The pipe organ, a most impressive looking stack of boxes and
pipes, sat just to the side of the stage, and I recall that at Chapel
J. Manley Morgan pumped it during at least one of my years at
college — a job for a good man, which sometimes left Manley
puffing nearly as much as the organ pipes. The pipe organ
music was truly inspiring. After Taylor, Fletcher, and Lewis,
came Styles R. Anderson, who for more than a decade wrought
in enlarging and strengthening music in the institution. Following Anderson, Irl Allison became head of the department,
which in keeping with demands and nomenclature of the
times, became the Simmons University Conservatory of Music.
In 1929 the Columbia University School of Music gave unsolicited and unqualified recognition to the Simmons University
Conservatory. Then in 1930 Simmons and Baylor were the first
Texas schools to become members of the National Association
of Schools of Music.
To carry the story of the School of Music into more recent
times it should be added that E. Edwin Young succeeded Allison as dean, directed the school through the hard depression
years and the great expansion that followed World War II. In
1956 Young was succeeded by William S. Mathis, who served
until he became Dean of Faculties. He was succeeded as Dean
of the School of Music by Carroll B. Carruth. Since 1967 T. W.
(Jack) Dean has given the school of Music sound leadership and
its high rating continues. In 1974 Thurman Morrison published his Music at Simmons: The first fifty years, 1892-1942,
the most thorough historical study ever made of any part of the
institution.
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It was at this time that offerings in journalism were to make
possible a minor for students, and the curriculum in some other
departments was broadened. In May 1926, Mrs. P. E. Shotwell
was awarded the degree of Master of Arts, with a major in
Spanish, and thereafter each graduating class had one or more
master candidates in its ranks. It was during these years that
Simmons graduates began to take the doctorate: Carl Coke
Rister, at George Washington in 1925; R. N. Richardson at
Texas; Dossie M. Wiggins, at Yale in 1930 and Otto O. Watts,
Earl Ingerson, Hoyt Ford and others in the years immediately
following.
A substantial number of the faculty continued in their posts
to provide the guidance that only teaching experience can give.
Among these were Cooper, Olsen, Fry, and Arnette. Joining
with them were young people, most of those who stayed for long
being alumni. Among them were W. D. Bond, Aubrey Wiley
Stephenson, Carnace Ribble, Otto Watts, Hiram Arrant, Misses Euna and Eva Rudd, Hoyt Ford, and Mrs. R. N. Richardson.
These teachers took leaves of absence from time to time and
earned masters or doctors degrees. To the list must be added
also the names of some persons who did not continue with
Simmons at such great length but left their imprint upon it.
There was Carl Coke Rister, linked with Simmons nearly a
decade, who joined the history faculty of the University of
Oklahoma and attained distinction in his profession; Dossie M.
Wiggins who left the post of dean of students and assistant to
the president to become president of Texas Western College
and Texas Technological College in turn; Dewey O. Wiley, first
leader of the Cowboy Band, who joined the faculty of Texas
Tech and attained additional recognition there; and Nelson
Hutto, who transferred to the Dallas public schools. It seemed
hard to lose these people whom we cherished personally and
respected professionally; but to lose talented and popular faculty members is the fate of all colleges. I have often said that it
is better by far to lose good people from time to time than to
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have a faculty made up of teachers whom other schools do not
want. In retaining staff members, especially its own alumni,
Simmons had done exceeding well.
Talented and personable Styles R. Anderson, head of the
School of Music, died of a malignancy in 1927. In the Bronco
that year was a fitting tribute to his memory:
Master of a noble art,
lover of the true and beautiful,
follower of the vision of God,
he walked on earth to light fires
in many souls.
Three years later death claimed Douglas Swanzy, the boyish
but business-like bursar. Our academic family was small and
we missed men like these with grief and an abiding sense of
loss.
Now, before we leave the subject of the faculty, I must ask
indulgence for a few words about myself. For some time after
World War I, I could not decide what I wanted to do. I still had a
disposition to study law. Along with the program leading to the
arts and sciences degrees, I had managed to take several
courses in law; later I enrolled with a correspondence law
school and did a substantial part of the work set forth in their
program of study. I dabbled in real estate a little and made just
a little money; and deep within my soul and never mentioned
was a yen to operate the ranch which the family still owned. I
did not mention the matter because I knew that it would not
have pleased Mrs. Richardson. Indeed, even though I yearned
for it, I do not think that I should have been satisfied doing it. In
spite of the difficulty I had in settling into it as a life profession,
I loved teaching; and tardily I reached the conclusion that if I
were going to amount to anything as a college professor I
should have to devote myself to that calling with a singleness of
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purpose that I had never known before. Mrs. Richardson loyally joined me in the undertaking, and in the late summer of
1921 we set out for graduate school. Now, with a family,
Chicago seemed a long way off. The death of my father had,
furthermore, made it urgent that I remain in Texas to look
after the estate. For these reasons we chose the University of
Texas and the decision proved to be a happy one.
Working in the fields of government and history, I wrote my
thesis for the Master of Arts degree under Charles Grove
Haines, a great scholar and noble man. My thesis subject was
"State Constitutional Limitations of Legislatures," which I
treated from a historical perspective. During the second semester of that year I was a part-time instructor in government. In
addition to Dr. Haines, the chairman, some members of the
Department of Government then were Herman G. James,
Caleb Perry Patterson, and Frank and Irvin Stewart, every one
of whom attained stature as a scholar. They were good enough
to offer me the same arrangement for the next year in order
that I might continue work toward the doctorate, with the
recommendation that I transfer to an institution in the North
after a year or two.
Meanwhile I had had classes with Eugene Campbell Barker
and had met Charles W. Ramsdell, the foremost Texas historians of that day. History appealed to me as nothing else did,
and I turned to American history as my major field. Dr. Barker
secured for me a scholarship for one long term and gave me
employment as a teacher from time to time. In 1928 I was
awarded the Doctor of Philosophy degree, with a major in
American history, a first minor in government, and a second
minor in European history. During this period Mrs. Richardson had secured her Master of Arts degree in French.
For me it has been most fortunate that my connection with
the University of Texas did not cease with my graduation. For
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all or one-half of some eight summers it has been my privilege
to teach in the summer school and in addition I supplied for
faculty members there two semesters and one long term. By
recommending me for teaching, professor Barker, Walter P.
Webb, and Joe B. Frantz in turn have bestowed on me the high
privilege that has helped me greatly in doing a modicum of
research and writing.
It was in Barker's history class at the university that I first
met Walter Prescott Webb. Although we had both grown up in
Stephens County, our trails had never crossed until we met in
the university. I recall vividly an incident that gave me a
glance into the depth of Webb's mind. Professor Barker was
making a rapid survey of the expansion of settlement from east
to west across the continent. "In this region the advance was
halted almost completely for three or four decades," said
Barker, pointing to the Great Plains. "Does anybody have a
suggestion why? I am not certain that I know." I mentioned the
lack of water and two or three other people made suggestions.
Then Webb stated in substance: "These people were from a
timber region, in the main theirs was a timber civilization, and
when they reached the country where forests ceased they were
confused. Their pioneering institutions would not work and
they had to design new ones in this bare land that was lacking
both in wood and water." I was impressed by the statement, but
I did not know then that I had just heard the thesis of what was
to be Webb's notable book, published a decade later, The Great
Plains.
The Simmons community continued to have the benefit of
some of the foremost artists and entertainers of the world. Will
Rogers was brought to the campus two or three times. I believe
it was on his first visit that President Sandefer, whom Rogers
esteemed very highly, managed to get him to talk briefly at
chapel. "I know what you're thinkin'," said Will,"for I have a
son about the age of a lot of you, and he thinks just about what
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you're thinkin' now. You know that boy just sits and wonders
how it could be that his daddy has lived so long and learned so
little. If he can just learn at college half of what he thinks he
knows already, he'll be the wisest collegian that ever wore a
cap and gown." Rogers said that a Baptist college was an
anomaly. "There are no educated Baptists," he said. "When you
educate them, they're not Baptists any more." After a few
minutes of such banter and studied insult, which Rogers
strangely could make people like, the comedian sat down. Then
the students, with enthusiasm that smacked of a riot, insisted
that he keep talking. Whereupon he quieted them with some
sharp words to the effect that they go on with their work and
not make unreasonable demands on a visitor who had just
dropped in to greet them.
Madame Schumann-Heink sang for us again; Paderewski
played; Galli-Curci sang and there came Creatore, Salvi,
Elman, and Middleton. Roy Chapman Andrews, the explorer,
brought an impressive lecture. John Philip Sousa's concert was
unforgettable and Paul Whiteman's orchestra played to 2,000.
Even in the depression years we heard such artists as Rachmaninoff and Fritz Kreisler.
The lush years of the 1920's were exciting ones for the Cowboy Band and the organization managed to carry some enthusiasm over into the depression era. Its "Whistling Farmer,"
featuring Hines Sims, proved popular wherever it went. In
1927 it entertained the Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association at El Paso, represented Texas at an international bridge
program and ceremony on the Rio Grande, and played for the
Confederate veterans at Tampa. It was an attraction at the
Democratic national convention at Houston in 1928 and at the
inauguration of Herbert Hoover in 1929. As it passed the
reviewing stand, the austere President unbended even to the
extent of waving his hat. And why not? Surely the group
merited the nod it got: The Texas unit was headed by William
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O. Ort, a prominent Texan, with Simmons yell leader, O.
Brooks Jensen carrying the United States flag, flanked by the
flag of Texas. Then came big Dot Smith (Texas Ranger), the
omnipresent Sheriff Will Watson, and the Simmons horsewomen, Lillian Schick, Elizabeth Faucett, Elaine Holt, and
Elaine Grisham.
The greatest experience the bandmen had was touring
Europe in 1930, a trip that was carried out even though the
depression was slowing business to a crawl. Gib Sandefer's
superb management and Sheriff Watson's solid credit made
the trip possible. Even on the voyage there was trouble about
passports and it seemed likely that the band would not get
beyond England. Then Prexy Sandefer, who was with the
party, appealed to Charles Evans Hughes, who happened to be
on board, and the snarl was readily untangled.
It was in Holland that the band boys casually started an
international romance. After their concert one evening, A. L.
Van Assenderp, a handsome, well educated young Hollander
came back stage, introduced himself, and after chatting awhile
invited several of the group (among them Merle Tucker who
would one day be president of Kiwanis International) to visit
him in his home. The boys took along a Bronco, which the
Hollander examined with moderate interest, until — until he
came across the picture of Carol Johnson, a class beauty.
Caught up by the charm and beauty which the picture suggested, the young man got Carol's address, wrote her, wooed
her (after he had very properly obtained her parent's consent to
do so), visited her on the Simmons campus, and later married
her.
The middle years of the garish twenties saw the end of the
venerable literary societies, the organizations that had for so
long borne the burden of debate and oratory and a large share
of responsibility for social functions. Philomathian, Cliosophic,
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Phano, Mary E. Simmons, and Pope — the groups all went the
same way. It seems that there was no date of expiration, no
obsequies, no formal disbanding. It was about the opening of
the year 1925 that they just ceased to function. Other organizations had already taken over their work and were carrying it on
more effectively.
The literary societies had not been dead long when honorary
fraternities began to make their appearance. In 1928 thirteen
institutions were applying for membership in Pi Kappa Delta,
a national forensic organization, and Simmons was one of five
admitted. Two women, Elizabeth Board and Glee Ingram, were
in that list of charter members. The men were Bernard Buie,
Lawrence Fitzgerald, Luther Kinard, Floyd Sitton, Zollie
Steakley, and Bill Sutton. Graduate members were Douglas
Swanzey, Thomas Patterson, (destined to be Texas Baptists'
executive secretary), and Era Rudd. W. A. Stephenson, O. E.
Baker, and Erma Campbell were coaches. Sam Morris won the
state Intercollegiate contest in oratory in 1927; before a large
audience Bernard Buie, Zollie Steakley, and Lawrence Fitzgerald won a decision over the Cambridge University debating
team; and decisions were had over Texas Christian University,
Baylor, and Texas Tech. Simmons men and women alike were
successful in debate. A member of this student generation was
Byron Pollock, who was to attain national distinction in
medicine. Not many years ago, Pollock, a heart specialist and
member of the Army Medical Corps, had a share in saving the
life of President Eisenhower.
In those years publications had to pay their way through
advertising and subscriptions, and editors and business managers alike had to be alert and efficient. Conrad Lam, who would
one day attain national recognition in his profession of
medicine, was business manager of the Brand in 1926-27 and
also managed the college circus of that year. Thomas Pickens,
was manager of the Bronco that attracted considerable atten121
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tion, and Robert Whipkey and Joe Burton wrote superior
editorials. Whipkey became a successful newspaper publisher.
Burton served as president of the Texas Intercollegiate Press
Association, which had been formed in 1909, when Simmons
joined with four other schools. He was destined in later years to
hold a high position with the Southern Baptist Convention.
When Nelson Hutto became a teacher of journalisn in 1927,
new courses were offered and the winning of Texas Intercollegiate Press awards became a habit with the Simmons publications people. In 1932, out often entries they won five first
and three second awards. In spite of the depression, the Brand
kept growing until by 1934 it was a seven-column sheet, and
from 1931 to 1934, both inclusive, it won first place over ten or
a dozen college weeklies.
Less prosperous during these years when the Brand was
making a bench mark, was the oldest publication on the campus, the Corral. One editor explained the paucity of material
thus: the writings of the period constituted protest literature
"which comes in great part from emotional maladjustment. . .
the product of frustrated desires and incomplete lives." Our
people were not that sort of folks, so they just failed to write
anything. In 1932 the Corral ceased publication and was not
renewed until the 1940's.
The Bronco and Corral were placed on a student fee basis in
1929, the Brand a few years later. The change may have
lessened the annoying solicitation of Abilene merchants for
advertising, but I cannot see that it improved the publications
to any appreciable degree. Indeed the golden age of the Brand
lies somewhere in the past, in the days of seven-column, full
newspaper size sheets, numbering four, six and at times even
eight pages. That much of the newspaper consisted of advertising is true, but advertising was not without value in adding to
the format of the publication and in setting forth the news and
the impressions that a newspaper is expected to convey.
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These were the years of some great college "meetings," when
chapel, which was held Monday through Friday, was for a week
given over to evangelical messages by a fervent preacher, who
might or might not be a Simmons alumnus. There were calls
for professions of faith in Christ, for commitments, and for
dedications; and often a number of responses were made to
each. In the series of meetings, February 1927, with Alumnus
Bob Baucom doing the preaching, there were thirty-one professions of faith, twenty-five rededications, and in a special service thirty-two students resolved "to lay aside petty differences" and seek to promote Christian harmony generally.
Eighty persons joined churches as a result of the meeting. The
final day service lasted three hours. Of the meeting the editor
of the Brand wrote: "It has given to more than one student in
Simmons a new vision of our immediate life." Here and there
one heard criticism of the extraordinary religious zeal in evidence; but most students and teachers alike would have agreed
with the editorial that appeared in the Brand on February 13,
1932, five years later:
The primary thing that brought about the founding of
Simmons was the desire on the part of the founders to
promote the cause of the Master. Simmons, then is
basically religious. Training Christian men and women
is primary among its purposes. . .
In keeping with this ideal it is entirely proper for the
University to have a revival each year.
Religious interest and effort was not, however, confined to
the week of the revival. In 1927 the secretary of the Baptist
Student Union reported 74 preachers enrolled, 22 missionary
students, and 46 "special workers." A large percentage of students and faculty was active in local church work in Abilene
and vicinity. The Baptist Student Union owned a car and with
the sponsorship of Miss A. M. Carpenter presented programs in
churches within driving distance of Abilene.
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Twice during these years, that is in 1923 and 1928, the
Baptist Student Union state convention was held on the Simmons campus and the task of finding homes for several
hundred college visitors was not an easy one. We thought that
our hard work for the 1923 convention had been finished with
the securing of the homes, but it turned out that the main job
came that night in the wee small hours. Delegations came in by
special train, four hundred strong; the train was late and
arrived at two o'clock in the morning. Moreover, a four-inch
rain had ceased but had left the town plastered with mud.
Abilene's paved streets in those years were not extensive. Few
streets were graveled, more were graded, and many were just
trails. With a goodly team of friends to help, we of the college
committee set out with mud chains and a huge measure of
determination and managed to place our guests in their homes.
When compared with the hurly burly of our own day, student
life in Simmons during the roaring twenties seems temperate
and a little dull, but in contrast with the years that preceded it
the tempo was lively. Each year the junior - senior banquet
grew more elaborate, and in 1929, over the protest of a minority, it was made formal. In spite of several complaints and the
barbs of Noll Sewell, the free lance campus columnist, there
were one hundred and sixty guests. Senior day was observed in
traditional fashion. "Humor, brevity, dignity characterized the
Senior program on the 22nd at chapel," ran the Brand report
for 1928. Chaplain Lawrence Fitzgerald led the invocation;
Frances Melton read an essay on "Improvement"; class orator,
Floyd Sitton, spoke on "Citizenship;" and Dub Powell, the class
prophet, through a "letter written in the year 1938," in the
name of Roy Skaggs, told what fate held in store for the members of the class in the years to come. President Earl Ingerson
presented to the university the class gift, three concrete tennis
courts.
In retaliation for the hazing so often meted out to them,
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freshmen often interfered with senior day functions. As related
elsewhere, this nuisance stemmed from my own student days.
In response to this freshmen interference, upperclassmen
began to direct the slimes to leave the campus on the afternoon
preceding senior day and remain away until all senior functions had ended. With the freshmen away, peace and calm
reigned: too much so, said some students who loved excitement.
Since they had to leave the campus, the freshmen determined
to have good company, and they launched the practice of kidnaping the senior president, and the junior president also at
times. If another senior prominent in the program being planned fell into their hands, he too would be taken along for good
measure. In 1930, John D. Harvey, senior president, managed
to escape from his captors and return just in time for his
address at the chapel. "Some are wondering if senior day was
made for seniors or for freshmen/' wrote the editor of the Brand
in disgust. This periodic Donnybrook continued for years, and
efforts of the faculty to stop it often proved futile.
In 1934 freshmen "captured" and made away with Ivan
Flynn and Lloyd Cope, senior and junior presidents respectively. Years later Ivan related how the freshmen took over an
abandoned ranch house in Shackelford County, some fifteen
miles from Abilene, and began their long vigil. They had seized
the upperclassmen nearly a week before their target function,
the junior-senior banquet. There were a dozen or more freshmen at the ranch and a crowd in town that relieved them
periodically. The affair was ended when D. M. Wiggins, dean of
students, and I called off the banquet. Then the freshmen
capitulated, released the upperclassmen, and the banquet was
held as scheduled.
It was at about this time that there appeared in the Brand an
ode to school spirit. "It means everything," said the writer.
"What would the school be without the cowboy football squad,
yell leaders, band, the Brand, and the Simmons Anthem?"
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Then the loyal student philosopher lamented that one freshman flag could spoil all these elements, as it had done at a pep
rally the week preceding. Such escapades call to mind editor
Frank Junell's editorials, when one week he urged upperclassmen to be kind to freshmen, and in the next paper warned
freshmen not to be so fresh.
The classes may have been given more headlines during
these years, but other organizations were equally active. The
Cowboy Band and the Cowgirls seemed omni-present. The L. T.
B.'s had several functions each year. From time to time girls
united in temporary groups reported under such headings as
"Sap Etta Pie," and "Canta Quita Rata" (reactions to the Cowgirls). For awhile a group of men maintained the Valhalla
Club, thus reviving on the campus an ancient name; and
another group called themselves Kirkintillacks. Also, there
were the Science Club, the History Club, the Social Science
Club, and a score or more of local and regional groups. Alluniversity affairs were held frequently at Caldwell Fine Arts
Building, but after the Cowboy Corral was finished near the
site of Mabee Hall it was a favorite meeting place.
As the depression deepened, student social functions had to
be simplified or eliminated. Groups became satisfied with inexpensive refreshments, served in'the home economics room
rather than having the relatively expensive down-town functions. In 1932 the juniors made the junior-senior banquet
semi-formal. The fact is that austerity came to be the rule in all
things for students and teachers alike. By 1932 students were
living cheaper than at any time in modern history; sixty
cafeteria meals sold for $18, and by the semester the rate was
lower still. Room rent in Mary Frances and Ferguson Halls cost
approximately $7 per month, and at Smith Hall prices were
even less. Notwithstanding these low campus rates, there was
sharp competition from homes near the campus for those
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boarding students who were permitted to reside outside the
dormitories.
From 1930 through 1933, enrollment declined sharply.
About one-third of the students were working to meet a substantial part of the cost of their schooling, and of these about
one-half were employed by the university. Half of the remaining students, yes, three-fourths of them would have been working if they could have found employment. Except for the loyal
aid of certain business people in town, the situation would have
grown even more desperate. For instance, about fifteen men
earned their room and board at the Hilton Hotel (now the
Windsor).
Tuition charges (when tuition was collected) continued
about the same as during the years immediately preceding the
depression; but, along with board and room, incidental expenses were reduced greatly. Prices were low and students
often could not buy what they needed even at prevailing prices.
It was during these years that students began to wear their
work clothes to class, a thrifty practice but one not altogether
edifying. A better practice was that of one junior class, led by
its president, Euel Porter, which adopted a simple uniform,
consisting of corduroy trousers and khaki or woolen shirt. We
insisted that this idea not be pressed too hard, since some
students might have enough clothing already and could ill
afford to spend the four or five dollars that the uniform would
cost. It was estimated that the average student in 1931-32
spent $517, substantially less than the $600 spent during the
preceding year.
Students developed a depression philosophy and most
bravely held on in school. Editor Troy Griffin stated it in the
Brand of October 1, 1932, thus:
The depression! It pinches, but what would you be doing
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if you were not in school? If you are a student, you are
employed.
One did not need much money, the editor continued; it was
no disgrace to be broke in Simmons, and students were lucky to
be here under any condition. Soon we began to hear of "Dutch
dating," which promised to become popular. The time to support a woman was after marriage, not before, it was argued. By
going "Dutch" boys and girls could be together more.
Early in 1934 the New Deal program for students took effect
under the National Youth Administration. Each student,
selected by the university and assigned work that would not
displace a worker in a regular job, was paid not over $20 a
month by the federal agency. The policy adopted in Simmons
was to allow each student $15 a month and to accept the
aggregate of payments as the student's tuition and fees obligation to the University, although it generally did not amount to
more than two-thirds of the charges. Thus, to every student
given NYA work the university gave a scholarship. The
number of National Youth Administration students ranged
from forty-five to sixty or more. Each teacher who wished one
had a NYA assistant. Sometimes, in finding work that these
students could do, the teachers worked harder than their assistants; but the plan kept in school many young people who
otherwise might have been doing worse than just marking
time.
Even if students were obliged to pinch pennies during these
years, their plight on the whole was better than that of the
faculty. For the year 1931-32 there was a reduction in salaries
(already at the Southern Association minimum) often percent.
For the following year there was another reduction of approximately thirty percent, and the University was able to pay only
five of the nine monthly salaries! Thus the pay of employees
was reduced by about two-thirds. At that time the charter of
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the institution forbade indebtedness, and members of the
board of trustees had gone their limit by endorsing college
notes for which they were personally liable. Some of them were
in a desperate struggle to save their own businesses; and even
though they signed jointly, ten or a dozen of them, making the
college notes prime security, every note signed reduced the
bank credit of every signer by the total amount of the note.
Truly these were the times that tried the souls of the Simmons
trustees; and they passed the supreme test of loyalty when they
continued to stay on the board even though it was hurting their
own credit and preventing their borrowing money that they
needed in their own businesses.
With high courage and devotion most of the employees accepted the situation, took their share of the income, and loyally
stayed on. There was some improvement in 1933 and 1934, but
as late as March 10,1935 (I note in my Journal), the university
had not completed payment for the fourth month of the school
year.
For many people the task of attending college or sending
children to college was a severe ordeal. During summers, when
arrangements were being made, it was a trying task to sit in
the office all day and talk with these people. Their requests
were sometimes pathetic and sometimes vexing: pathetic in
the case of some who were so eager to attend college or to have
their children attend, who had tried so hard to make provision
and were about to see their hopes blasted; vexing in the case of
some parents who, by a modicum of sacrifice, could send their
children to college unaided but were unwilling to put forth the
effort and would adopt a bargaining attitude with the university.
The depression mind, that is the determination of people in
comfortable circumstances to hold on to their money and property, was much in evidence. It seemed that everybody wanted
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either a job or a scholarship, or both. If I ever had doubts about
the future of Simmons, even its ability to survive, it was during
those years. The expression "Prosperity is just around the
corner" became a trite, sorry joke. "Prosperity is around the
corner all right," said Will Rogers, "but you're not going to
reach the corner." Truly it seemed that we would never reach
the corner. The depression hung on like a miasma.
During the early years of the depression the condition of
students, faculty, and the university may aptly be described in
terms we learned in fourth grade grammar: the students were
poor, the faculty poorer, and the institution poorest. Failure of
the denomination to carry through the Seventy-Five Million
campaign resulted in the buildings of the 1920's not being
completely paid for; and this debt had to be carried by the
trustees individually. The trustees, furthermore, had been obliged to endorse certain "cover" notes in the endowment fund in
order to get the Rockefeller money. As early as 1928, Sam
Morris, a fervent and determined preacher alumnus, undertook to raise the amount of the debt single handed in a "protest
campaign" aimed against denominational policy and in favor
of Simmons; but his efforts were unavailing. A dollar-a-month
club, described in the next chapter, helped but little.
The debt increased each year and borrowing became a hand
to mouth business. When the banks of Abilene became saturated with Simmons paper, borrowing was extended to Breckenridge, Dallas, Winters, and other points. In all cases the
trustees signed and thus gave their own personal security.
Twenty thousand would be borrowed here, to pay interest and
reduce a note by a few thousand dollars; twenty-five hundred
would be borrowed to meet the interest payment on a note; five
thousand would be secured from some bank to finish out this
month's payroll: But where would next month's payroll come
from? The total debt in the early 1930's aggregated about
$300,000. The charter was changed, permitting the university
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to incur debt, and the obligations carried by the trustees were
shifted to the endowment fund. This was better for both the
institution and the trustees.
In the midst of financial difficulties academic ones appeared,
quite as difficult and alarming as those pertaining to money.
As the depression hung on and salaries were cut and then paid
in part only, the annual report showed that Simmons was
failing to meet Southern Association standards. Along with a
score or more of other institutions Simmons' name was starred
mainly because faculty salaries were far below the standards of
the association. Realizing that the financial operation of an
institution is likely not a satisfactory measure of its stature,
the association sent a team of four men to study and evaluate
Simmons. Able men they were, sympathetic and fair. The best
known was Oliver Cromwell Carmichael, destined soon to become chancellor of Vanderbilt University. The team soon wore
President Sandefer down and then turned to Olsen, Wiggins,
and me. What we did not tell them about the institution voluntarily, they picked out of us. Since they did not observe closely
classroom work, they demanded that we send in to Southern
Association headquarters our final examination papers. At the
end of the school term, Emmett Landers and I did most of the
work packing these papers, and the bundles looked like a dozen
bales of hay. So far as we knew, the papers were never read or
even examined.
The report the committee of visitation sent us was not flattering, neither was it severe. Simmons was not excluded from
the Southern Association. The fact is, if they had started turning schools out for financial shortcomings, it would have been
hard to find a place to stop. The star was continued beside the
name of Hardin-Simmons until World War II virtually eliminated all standards, and by that time we were meeting the
standards that had been in effect in the 1930's.
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